Shepard Symposium Call for Proposals

There are a number of conferences in the surrounding areas of Laramie, WY that are especially welcome. In addition to this group, there are many other meetings that are taking place in the region that may be of interest.

possible formats for conference participation include:

1. Paper presentations
2. Poster presentations
3. Panel discussions
4. Workshops
5. Performances of various kinds

The conference organizers will combine similar abstracts into panels. Proposals that cut across academic disciplines and constrain creative and emancipatory expressions of social possibilities will be given particular consideration.

We hope that proposals will critically examine the ways in which proscriptive identities are forced upon individuals and society forces people to identify with certain memberships. The conference organizers will especially welcome proposals that take seriously the ways in which proscriptive identities are forced upon individuals and society forces people to identify with certain memberships.

The conference organizers will especially welcome proposals that take seriously the ways in which proscriptive identities are forced upon individuals and society forces people to identify with certain memberships. The conference organizers will especially welcome proposals that take seriously the ways in which proscriptive identities are forced upon individuals and society forces people to identify with certain memberships. This is to promote help-seeking behaviors and reduce the stigma associated with suicidal thoughts.

For more information, contact Meaghan Nolte or Sagan Meyers at staff@uwyo.edu. Participation can range from 50 to 75 minutes. Preference will be given to proposal sessions that are interactive. Contact information (email and phone) and an abstract of the proposed session (no more than 50 words) should be included. Title of proposal session and preferred format (paper, poster, panel, workshop, etc.) should also be included. Preference will be given to proposals that are interactive.

If you are interested in participating, please contact Meaghan Nolte or Sagan Meyers at staff@uwyo.edu.

We do not offer honorariums or stipends for travel. Regis...